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6-25-75 Meeting Minutes.

Subject: TECo Consnents on "B&W Standardized Technical Specifications"

Attendees: R. Bottimore - NRC
T. Cox - NRC
R. Benedict - NRC (Part Time)
R. Martin - NRC 2egion III

A. Szukiewicz (Part Time)
G. L. Hurrell - TEco
G. D. Humphreys - TECa
R. Schaffstall - B&W

T. Cox sat in for Leon Engle, the NRC Project Manager in the Davis-Besse
Unit No. I docket.

The following notes are keyed to the TECo comments.
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3.4.1.1 This specification is applicable in Mode 3 only.

4.4.1 The surveillance requirements will be deleted since the setpoints are
automatically changed.

3.4.2 No, closed.

3.4.3 No, closed

4.4.3 No, closed

3.4.4 OK, closed

4.4.4 OK, clor>d

3.4.5 Need B&W input

4.4.5.2 R. Martin questioned the inspectability of 4.4.5.2.b.4. Open

3/4.4.6.1 OK, closed

3.4.6.2 OK, closed

4.4.6.2 Open, R. Bottimore will modify.

4.4.6.2d R. Martin requested definition of " steady state" for inspectability.
R. Bottimore will pursue.

3.4.7 No, closed

Table 4.4.-1 OK, closed
,

3.4.8 The NRC is standardizing the specific activity limits to the
values _ associated with the plant which has the most restrictive plant
and site conditions.

Table 4.4.-2 Iten 4 b will be required by the NRC. TECo does not consider
itself a /.sta gatherer for the NRC where significant safety
issues have not been identified. Since this data is no longer.

required in Regulatory Guide 1.16 TECo does not understand why
it is being added to these . technical specifications.

2.4.9 Need B&W input.

4.4.10.la No, closed

4.4.10.lb OK, closed

4.4.10.lc OK, closed

Table 4.4.-4 .No, closed

3.4.10.2 CK, closed

3.4.10.3_ OK, closed

:3.3.1 :first part No,' closed
second part OK, closed
' third part OK, closed
fourth part No, closed.
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4.5.1 Open, TECo must show that a solution volume increase of > 2%
of tank volume could not reduce the boron concentration below
the required concentration.

4.5.2 first part OK, closed
second part OK, closed
third part No, closed.

4.5.2 first part No, closed
seccnd part No,,the NRC needs data to assure that the
automatic Test Inserter circuit will be a reliable system.
'Til then, the NRC will give no credit for this system.
third part No, the NRC is looking for valves which
cannot accept a single failure, fourth part OK, closed

fifth part OK, closed

3.5.3 Open, R. Bottimore will pursue

3.5.4 No, closed
Also the concenrxation limit in (D) is to be based on post

LOCA B consideration.
P

3.6.1.1 No, when there is no fuel in the core, the NRC does not consider
the unit to be in any mode.

4.6.1.1 No, closed

3/4 6.1.2. OK, closed

4.6.1.2a No, the 40 month period does not begin with the ILRT performed
prior to Operating License

4.6.1.2f No, closed

4.6.1.2s OK, closed

Table 3.6.-1 No, the telease location must be specified. TECo pointed
out that in many cases the release location cannot be
defined.

3/4 6.1.3 OK, La still required

4.6.1.3 No, the NRC interprets the law to require testing of air lock
seals after each opening. While R. Bottimore agrees that this
is unreasonable where m?ticiple entries are cencerned, the law
must be obeyed. R. Martin suggested that the phrase "No
detectable seal leakage..." was not inspectable.

3/4.6.1.4 OK, closed

3.6.1.5 OK, closed

.3.6.1.6 '0K, closed
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_4.6.1.6 OK, closed+

4.6.1.7- OK, closed

3/4.6.2.1
cad
3/4.6.2.3 No, the Containment Spray System must be operable for Iodine

Removal which was assumed in the accident analysis.

3/4.6.2.2 OK, closed

3/4.6.3.1 OK, closed

Table 3.6-2 OK, but the purge and exhaust valves must be separated from the
remainder of the list.

4.6.5.1 OK, closed

3/4.6.5.2 OK, closed

4.6.5.3 Open, TECo to supply further information.

4.6.5.4 OK except for surveillance frequency.

3/4.6.6
and

3/4.6.8 TEco to provide a technical specification combining these specifications
to reflect system design. Also TECo to verify that tnere are no
heaters upstream of filters.

3.6.7.1 Set point is OK.
Time for action will re:nain 4 hours not six.

4.6.7.1.6 Open, TECo to determine feasability

4.6.8.2 Open, TECo and NRC to pursue

4.6.8.3 .No, closed

3.7.1.1 ~first part No, closed
second part No, TECo must reduce the Nuclear overpower trip setpoint
by the amount required for the largest main steam line code safety valve
unless an analysis is submitted to the NRC justifying a lesser reduction
for a smaller code safety valve.

4.7.1.1 -No, closed'

'3/4.7.1.2 Open, TECo will comment later

3.7.1.3 .Open, TECo will provide further input

~4.7.1.3 Open, TECo will provide further input

3.7.1.4 first part No, the specific activity limits are not plant specific
~

second part- OK, closed
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4.7.1.5 Open, R. Bottimore will pursue.

3.7.2.1 B&W input needed

3.7.3.1 OK, closed

4.7.3.1 first part No, closed
second part No, closed

4.7.4.1 first part No, closed
second part No, closed

3.7.5.1 OK, closed

4.7.5.1 OK, closed

3.7.6.1 Open, TECo & R. Bottimore will pursue

4.7.7.1 first part . 0K, but control room temperature verification must
go somewhere in the Technical Specifications
second part No, closed
third part TECo will double check
fourth part OK, closed
fifth part NRC desires a number. TECo will pursue

3/4.7.8 OK, closed

3/4.8.1 OK with changes which R. Bottimore will identify. A. Szukiewicz came in
for a discussion of the offsite power supply . R. Bottimore believed -

2 independent offsite power sources were required. A. Szukiewicz indicated
that one Lamediate and one backup source has been accepted on the
Davis-Besse Unit No. I design.

3/4.8.2 OK, closed.
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